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ABSTRACT 

 

Policymakers increasingly have shown interest in options to boost the relative share of 

renewable or clean electricity generating sources in order to reduce negative environmental 

externalities from fossil fuels, guard against possible resource constraints, and capture economic 

advantages from developing new technologies and industries.  Electric utilities and non-utility 

generators make decisions regarding their generation mix based on a number of different factors 

that may or may not align with societal goals.  This paper examines the makeup of the electric 

power sector to determine how the type of generator and the presence (or lack) of competition in 

electricity markets at the state level may relate to the types of fuel sources used for generation.  

Using state-level electricity generation data from the U.S. Energy Information Administration 

from 1990 through 2010, this paper employs state and time fixed-effects regression modeling to 

attempt to isolate the impacts of state-level restructuring policies and the emergence of non-

utility generators on states’ generation from coal, from fossil fuel and from renewable sources.  

While the analysis has significant limitations, I do find that state-level electricity restructuring 

has a small but significant association with lowering electricity generation from coal specifically 

and fossil fuels more generally.  Further research into the relationship between competition and 

fuel sources would aid policymakers considering legislative options to influence the generation 

mix.    
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Policymakers increasingly have shown interest in policy options to boost the relative 

share of renewable or clean electricity generating sources in order to reduce pollution, mitigate 

fuel supply shocks, and capture economic benefits from new technologies and industries.  At the 

same time, ensuring reasonable consumer and industrial electricity prices and maintaining 

reliability remain key priorities.  Because electric utilities tend toward natural monopolies, the 

electricity sector has long faced substantial governmental intervention with respect to price and 

reliability standards.  The regulatory structure facing electric utilities has changed over time, 

however, particularly in those states that have enacted restructuring policies to allow for 

competition at the wholesale and retail level.  This paper examines the types of fuel used for 

electricity generation in the context of a changing electric power sector to determine whether the 

increase in non-utility generators and state-level restructuring polices have an impact on the 

types of fuel used for power generation.   

 Though state activity toward restructured markets largely stalled after California’s 

electricity crisis in 2000 – 2001, a substantial portion of the nation has at least some degree of 

competition in wholesale and retail electricity markets.
1
  Although the drive toward restructuring 

was primarily focused on cost, understanding how it has impacted generation from different 

types of fuel may provide useful insight to debates surrounding electricity policy, both in terms 

of market competition and fuel diversity.  With some states fully embracing market-based 

                                                 
1
The California Electric Utility Industry Restructuring Act (Assembly Bill 1890) required California’s three large 

investor-owned utilities (IOUs) to divest large portions of their generation facilities to new merchant energy 

companies, and in turn buy energy in a daily wholesale auction to provide for their retail customers.  In 2000 and 

2001, due to energy limitations from abnormally low hydroelectric availability and tight emissions standards, as well 

as market manipulation by a number of companies, including Enron, prices in the wholesale markets increased by 

over 1000 percent, while the retail rates that the utilities could charge customers were fixed.  As a result, two large 

IOUs, Southern California Edison and Pacific Gas & Electric, were forced to declare bankruptcy in 2001. 
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competition, others retaining traditional rate regulation, and some suspending restructuring 

activities, it is possible to compare generation across states and over time to estimate the impacts 

of these policies on generation.  The complexities of the electric power sector and differences 

among restructuring policies limit the ability of this analysis to provide definitive conclusions, 

and caution should be taken when interpreting its results.  This paper does not judge the value of 

electricity deregulation; rather, it aims to contribute to the existing literature by examining 

impacts on the fuel mix for electricity generation, which is just one factor among many that 

policymakers should take into account.  A thorough examination of electricity policy should 

consider price, reliability, fuel mix, environmental impacts, and innovation, among other factors. 

 

BACKGROUND 

The electric power sector accounts for approximately 40% of all energy consumption in 

the United States, representing the single largest sector in terms of energy consumption (EIA 

2012b).  In 2010, electric generators produced more than 4.125 trillion kilowatt hours of 

electricity to meet the needs of residential, commercial and industrial power users and account 

for losses in transmission (EIA 2012c).  The U.S. Department of Energy’s Energy Information 

Administration (EIA) projects that electricity demand will grow from 3.877 trillion kilowatt 

hours in 2010 to an estimated 4.716 trillion kilowatt hours in 2035, an increase of approximately 

22% (EIA 2012a).   

As a secondary energy source, electricity carries energy to end-users in an easily usable 

form, but it must first be derived from a primary energy source, such as coal, natural gas, 

nuclear, or renewable sources.  The mix of energy sources for electricity generation depends on 
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numerous factors, including efficiency, relative fuel costs, capital costs, availability of resources, 

environmental regulations, future expectations, and technological changes.  Each fuel source has 

relative advantages and disadvantages that utilities must balance, and those factors may change 

over time.  Policymakers pay careful attention to the mix of resources, and increasingly, have 

shown interest in policy options to increase the relative share of renewable or relatively cleaner 

generating sources (such as displacing coal with natural gas or renewable sources) in order to 

reduce negative environmental externalities from fossil fuels, guard against possible future 

resource constraints, and capture economic advantages from developing new technologies and 

industries (Bingaman and Murkowski 2011; PEW 2012).  Particularly as policymakers weigh 

potential costs and policy responses to global climate change, the electricity sector’s 

considerable use of carbon-intensive fossil fuels merits attention, as it is responsible for an 

estimated 40% of all carbon dioxide emissions (EIA 2012e).     

In the EIA reference case examining the baseline expectations for electricity generation 

from 2010 to 2035, the generation from coal, natural gas, nuclear and renewables each increase, 

but they do so at different rates, altering their relative share in the nation’s overall electricity mix.   

Historically, coal has been the dominant fuel source for electricity generation, though net 

generation from coal has declined slightly since peaking in 2007 (EIA 2012b).  As of 2010, 45% 

of electricity generation in the United States utilized coal.  EIA projections indicate the relative 

share of coal-fired power will further decrease to approximately 38% by 2035 under current 

policies and expectations.  Natural gas accounts for an increasing portion of overall electricity 

generation, representing 24% of total generation in 2010 and increasing to 28% by 2035.  

Nuclear power represents 20% of generation in 2010, declining to 18% in 2035.  Renewable 
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resources, including hydropower, wind, biomass, geothermal and solar, account for 10% of 2010 

generation and are expected to increase to approximately 15%.  The shift away from coal in 

EIA’s projections is largely attributed to low natural gas prices, higher coal prices, and the 

impacts of major environmental regulations limiting mercury and other hazardous air pollutants 

(EIA 2012a).  These trends reflect the EIA’s expectations under current policy assumptions, but 

changes to law or regulation, technology developments, economic conditions, and numerous 

other factors will determine how the fuel mix actually evolves over time. 

Examining the makeup of the electric power sector and how the sector is changing over 

time adds important context to policy debates surrounding the appropriate fuel mix for electricity 

generation.  Among the traditional electric utilities, there are several different types that have 

generating capacity, including investor-owned utilities, rural electric cooperatives, and public 

power utilities.  Each type of utility differs in their ownership structure, as well as average size, 

the size of the market served, and treatment by tax-law or other federal and state policies.   

Investor-owned utilities are the largest segment in terms of customers, revenues, and 

electricity sales, though there are significantly fewer individual investor-owned utilities than 

either municipal or rural electric cooperatives.  The roughly 200 investor-owned utilities serve 

more than 68% of customers.  Investor-owned utilities are private companies owned by 

shareholders that sell debt securities and issue stock to supplement revenue from sales in order to 

finance capital needs.  Because investor-owned utilities rely significantly more on the private 

sector than either public power or rural electric cooperatives, they primarily benefit from 

reductions in tax rates on dividends that effectively lower the cost of capital (EEI 2012).   
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Rural electric cooperatives are private, member-owned, non-profit electric utilities, 

whose mission is to provide at-cost electric service to members.  There are 840 distribution 

cooperatives and 65 generation and transmission cooperatives in the United States that serve an 

estimated 42 million people in 47 states.  This accounts for about 12% of the nation’s electricity 

customers.  Cooperatives deliver 11% of total kilowatt hours sold in the United States annually, 

and generate almost 5% of the total annual electricity production.  The Internal Revenue Code 

exempts electric cooperatives from federal income taxation if the cooperative collects at least 

85% of its income directly from members for operational expenses and covering losses (NRECA 

2012).  Rural electric cooperatives are also eligible for grants and subsidized loans from the U.S. 

Department of Agriculture’s Rural Utilities Service (RUS).    

The other primary class of utilities is the public power utilities, commonly owned at the 

municipal level.  The approximately 2,000 community- and state-owned public power systems 

significantly outnumber both investor-owned utilities and rural electric cooperatives, but they 

account for only about 15% of customers served.  The largest public power utility, the Los 

Angeles Department of Water & Power, serves 1.4 million customers, but more than half of all 

public power systems serve communities with populations of 10,000 or fewer (APPA 2010).  

Municipal utilities often finance capital projects by issuing tax-exempt municipal bonds.  The 

federal government also owns and operates generating capacity, including major hydroelectric 

dams operated by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and Bureau of Reclamation. Much of that 

power is sold by Federal Power Marketing Administrations to municipal utilities and rural 

electric cooperatives at historically low, cost-based rates (Bracmort, Stern, and Vann. 2012).   
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The electric power sector has also changed significantly over the years as a result of 

federal laws and administrative actions that removed barriers to non-utility electric generators 

and increased competition.  The Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978 (PURPA), which 

required utilities to purchase power from certain qualifying facilities, first opened the power 

sector to non-utility generators.  These independent power producers operate electricity 

generation facilities but do not possess transmission facilities or sell electricity in the retail 

market (EIA 2012e).  The Energy Policy Act of 1992 expanded the role of independent power 

producers by extending the conditions under which they could build and own projects without 

becoming a regulated facility (Bosselman et al.  2006, 758).   

Although these federal policy changes helped increase competition, Congress has never 

passed an overarching law to broadly deregulate electricity markets in the way that it has for 

airlines, natural gas, and other industries.  The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) 

has provided impetus in the direction of deregulation, however.  FERC Orders 888 and 889 in 

1996, which required utilities that owned transmission to provide open access tariffs and make 

price and service information available, were key policies supporting the development of 

wholesale electric markets (Abel 2005).  FERC Order 2000 relating to the creation of Regional 

Transmission Organizations in 1999 increased opportunities for wholesale market competition 

(Joskow 2006).   

With these trends toward greater competition in electricity markets and many proponents 

arguing that deregulation would lead to lower prices and better service for consumers, a number 

of states began to adopt restructuring policies that moved away from the traditional regulated 

monopoly model in favor of retail electricity competition.  Though state authority primarily 
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focuses on retail rates and local distribution, state restructuring policies commonly require 

vertically integrated utilities to split generation from transmission and distribution functions to 

reduce the potential for market power and encourage broader competition in electricity markets 

(Bosselman et al 2006, 907).  Between 1998 and 2001, fifteen states adopted electricity 

restructuring programs, with several more announcing plans to do so.  The California electricity 

crisis in 2000 – 2001, along with concerns about market power, fraudulent trading activities, and 

numerous other challenges in the early part of the 2000s dampened enthusiasm for restructuring, 

however, and led many states to suspend or scale back their programs (Joskow 2006).    

In this paper, I examine the question of whether the diversity of fuel sources for electric 

generation varies in some systematic way based on whether a state has enacted electricity 

restructuring policies to provide competition and whether the producer is a traditional electric 

utility or an independent power producer.  Specifically, I examine this question by utilizing panel 

data from the EIA on electricity generation from 1990 through 2010 to look at the resource mix 

by state as a function of electricity generated in the state by independent power producers, 

holding other factors, such as energy prices, constant.  I also examine how generation from 

specific fuel sources changes as a function of whether a state has an active electricity 

restructuring program.  The analysis shows a small, but significant association with restructuring 

programs and lowering average generation from coal and fossil fuels that is independent of fuel 

costs, number of customers, retail electricity price, and other factors.  Policymakers should take 

these differences into account when designing or considering policies to affect resource mix, as 

there may be barriers to diversifying away from fossil fuels in states that have retained traditional 

regulatory structures.   
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

 The breadth of literature exploring financial, environmental, regulatory, and structural 

issues relating to power generation, transmission and distribution illustrates the complexity of the 

electric power industry and public policy decisions surrounding it.  Factors influencing the 

overall context of the changing electric power sector, including increasing competition, differing 

levels of vertical integration, and transmission investment needs, create an important backdrop 

for consideration of fuel diversity for electricity production.  This literature review captures 

relevant discussions about the mix of fuels utilized in electricity generation, as well as differing 

regulatory structures and actors within the electric power industry.   

 

Fuel Diversity 

By establishing a portfolio of different generating technologies, utilities can reduce the 

impacts of fuel price volatility, unexpected constraints, or regulatory changes, while attempting 

to minimize costs to consumers.  Fuel diversity can also serve as a means to achieving other 

specific objectives, such as environmental, national security and reliability goals.  Each of these 

areas is associated with externalities that warrant the attention of policymakers and regulators 

(Costello 2005).   

Each fuel source has advantages and drawbacks associated with it that can vary over 

time.  Coal, for example, has relatively low operating costs, and the United States has substantial 

domestic coal reserves; however, emissions-control costs and siting difficulties limit the 

attractiveness of building new facilities.  Natural gas has relatively low capital costs, minimal 

siting problems, short construction times, and relatively low environmental impacts compared 
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with other fossil fuels; however, fuel prices can be volatile and reflect competition with other 

industries.  Nuclear offers emissions-free power with very low operating costs; yet, safety 

concerns, high capital costs, permitting challenges and long construction times are significant 

disadvantages.  Hydropower also provides emissions-free power with very low operating costs; 

however, capacity expansion is limited and production can be variable based on weather and 

climate conditions.  Other renewable sources offer low operating costs and clean energy, while 

intermittency of production and relatively high capital costs are inhibiting factors (Costello 

2005).   

Calls for fuel diversity increased as natural gas markets tightened in 2005.  During the 

1990s, natural gas-fired facilities dominated new generation capacity, due to the advantages 

discussed above and, at the time, relatively low fuel costs.  As wholesale natural gas prices 

trended upward in the early 2000s, however, the distinct advantages for natural gas eroded and 

interest in greater diversification grew.  The experience with natural gas is only one example of 

many showing dramatic shifts in preferred generation sources, from the oil price shocks in the 

late 1970s, to the Three Mile Island and Chernobyl nuclear accidents, to tightening of Clean Air 

Act regulations.  Though utilities historically tended to choose generating technologies based on 

cost-minimization, emphasis increased on broadening the mix of resources and technologies for 

electricity generation to guard against disruptive events (Costello 2005).   

Advocacy for increased fuel diversity as a means to mitigate risks associated with 

overreliance on a single fuel source or type of fuel sources came from policymakers, regulatory 

groups like the National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners, and industry groups, 

including the Edison Electric Institute, the Electric Power Supply Association, and the Nuclear 
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Energy Institute.  At the federal level, the Energy Policy Act of 2005 amended PURPA to 

specifically require electric utilities to develop plans to “minimize dependence on 1 fuel source 

and to secure that the electricity it sells to its customers is generated using a diverse range of 

fuels and technologies, including renewable technologies.” 

Pursuing fuel diversity for its own sake is not necessarily sound economically or policy-

wise.   However, some theoretical arguments, including real options theory, do support the 

inherent value of diversification. The argument posits that with a diverse generating portfolio, a 

utility can choose which generating sources to dispatch under specific circumstances and 

optimize the actual resource mix being utilized at a given time (Costello 2005).  More 

sophisticated tools for resource planning and determining the benefits of diversification have 

been borrowed from financial theory.  Portfolio theory takes into account the relationship among 

the different resources in the generation mix and helps evaluate risk by considering three factors:  

the risk of the individual resource, the relative amount of the individual resources in the overall 

mix of resources, and the correlation between the different resources.  The resulting 

combinations create an “efficient frontier” of rational mixes of fuel that can be chosen based on 

the risk preferences of the decision maker.  Gotham, et al. identify a fundamental challenge to 

applying traditional mean-variance analysis to electricity generation in that it fails to consider the 

variability of electric loads as part of the optimization problem.  The authors propose a 

modification to this approach that classifies load into different segments to better consider the 

advantages and disadvantages of various fuels in meeting different load factors in the 

optimization problem (2009).  In its own analysis of applications of portfolio theory to the 

electric power industry, the Edison Electric Institute cautions that diversification for its own sake 
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“is likely to come at significant cost from ignoring or having to overcome engineering reasons 

for preferring a less diversified portfolio of resources,” (Graves and Hanser 2007). 

   Policymaker interest in resource mix has led to an increasing number of state-level 

mandates requiring increasing portions of electricity sales to come from renewable or clean 

generating sources.  As of March 2013, 29 states and the District of Columbia have enacted 

renewable portfolio standards and eight have renewable portfolio goals (DSIRE 2013).  The 

targeted percentages and timeframes range substantially, as do the structure of the state policies.  

Numerous states have specific carve outs or additional credits for solar or customer-sited 

renewables, while several states allow non-renewable alternative resources to count toward the 

standard or goal.  Assessments of these state-level policies show that the specific policy design 

greatly affects the impact on resource mix and electricity prices (Wiser et al. 2007). 

  

Regulatory Structures and Actors in the Electric Power Sector:       

The trend toward deregulation of electricity markets at the state level in the late 1990s 

brought profound changes.  Many policy arguments in favor of deregulation relied on the belief 

that competition would lower costs for consumers in both the short- and long-term as compared 

with maintaining regulated monopolies among electric utilities (Joskow 2006).  In terms of 

actors in the power sector, many states required investor-owned utilities to divest their generation 

capacity, thereby increasing the amount of generation from independent power producers.  With 

the pressure toward deregulation driven largely by cost arguments, it is not surprising that much 

of the literature examining the experiences of states similarly focuses on cost impacts.   
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The literature does not provide consensus agreement on the price effects of state-level 

restructuring policies.  In 2006, MIT economist Paul Joskow provided an interim assessment of 

power markets using state fixed effects that found growing evidence that competition can lead to 

lower prices than otherwise would occur, if sufficient regulatory and institutional changes were 

made to allow market forces to function properly.  His conclusions are hedged by the substantial 

complexity of market reform and data limitations.  In a review of twelve studies of electricity 

restructuring prepared for the American Public Power Association, John Kwoka found varying 

conclusions.  Of the four studies employing econometric modeling, including Joskow, results 

examining the impact of competition on retail prices were mixed.  Kwoka argues that the studies 

largely fail to sufficiently account for differing policy designs, including rate freezes, long 

transition periods to fully restructured markets, and allowances for stranded cost recovery 

(2006).   

Beyond the cost implications, Joskow’s study finds some evidence supporting the notion 

that competition has incentivized generators to increase their efficiency and performance.  

Importantly, however, the analysis raises the concern that revenues in competitive markets are 

inadequate to incentivize efficient investment in new generating capacity (2006).  In a separate 

article, Joskow concludes that certain market imperfections and institutional constraints exist in 

many competitive wholesale electricity markets that inhibit investment in an efficient quantity 

and mix of generating capacity.  Those issues can be overcome, he argues, through reforms to 

wholesale and retail market designs (2007).  

A 1997 article published in The Electricity Journal highlights the changing electric power 

sector and differences among municipal, rural cooperatives and investor-owned utilities in the 
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context of a restructured electricity industry with increased competition from non-utility 

generators.  The authors predict that as competition unfolds, the form of ownership would matter 

less to consumers, perhaps creating greater challenges for municipal and rural electric 

cooperatives.  Importantly, the authors note that differences in ownership may continue to make 

a difference in terms of non-economic goals like reducing growth or achieving non-statutory 

environmental goals.  Because investor-owned utilities have a fiduciary responsibility to 

shareholders, they necessarily have a limited focus on economic goals.  Public power utilities, in 

contrast, must be responsive to customer-owners that may have interests and goals beyond direct 

economic goals (Vince, Quirk, and Fogel 1997).  Rural electric cooperatives have similar 

flexibility to respond to non-economic goals. 

In the context of the resource mix, many state-level renewable portfolio standards (RPS) 

specifically target large utilities with dense service areas, under the assumption that they will be 

able to better capitalize on economies of density to integrate in renewable energy sources.   

Accordingly, municipal power systems and rural electric cooperatives are commonly exempted 

from these requirements.  In Colorado, however, a change in state law in 2007 required rural 

electric cooperatives and larger municipal utilities to diversify away from fossil fuels and 

increase their share of renewable energy to 10% by 2020 (Tierney 2011).   

In an analysis of the Colorado’s electricity mandates for rural utilities, Tierney identifies 

several factors that inhibit greater incorporation of non-fossil fuel resources into the portfolios of 

rural utilities that provide useful insight into differences separating rural electric cooperatives 

and small municipal electric utilities from larger investor-owned utilities that impact fuel mix.  

Certain policies aimed at increasing renewable generation have limited impact for public and 
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cooperatively owned utilities.  For example, exemptions from RPS policies have obviated the 

need to transition toward alternative generating sources.  Furthermore, the tax-exempt status of 

non-profits and municipal utilities prevent use of the federal production tax credit for renewable 

energy.  Beyond these policy effects, independent power producers, which tend to build most 

renewables, often prefer working with investor-owned utilities due to their large and diversified 

revenue base, and the stability offered by regulatory rate-hikes.  Finally, rural electric 

cooperatives and small municipal utilities that are run by local residents and are more visible in 

the local communities have a more difficult time advocating for rates hikes necessary to integrate 

in higher cost renewables (Vince, Quirk, and Fogel 1997). 

While survey results showed rural electric utilities tended to be skeptical of mandates and 

had significant concerns about the impact on prices to their customers, these utilities have 

undertaken substantial efforts to reduce energy consumption and incorporate green power 

programs, net metering, and energy efficiency programs in an effort to reduce reliance on fossil 

fuels, both before and after being included in Colorado’s RPS.  Early years of the program also 

indicate that rural electric cooperatives have exceeded requirements under the law (Tierney 

2011).   

While Colorado has not enacted electricity restructuring policies, this case study 

illustrates a policy to promote a specific fuel mix that treats various actors within the electric 

power sector differently based on assumptions about their ability to respond to requirements on 

their fuel mix.  In the context of this broader analysis, having greater information about how the 

makeup of the electricity sector in a state relates to its generating mix can help policy makers 

more effectively design policies like renewable or clean electricity standards at the federal level 
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and determine to what degree these policies should have exemptions or treat states, regions, or 

individual types of entities differently.     

    

DATA DESCRIPTION 

For this analysis, I use panel data detailing net electricity generation at the state level 

compiled by the EIA.  The table, “Net Generation by State by Type of Producer by Energy 

Source,” includes annual data from 1990 through 2011 (EIA 2012d).  This analysis omits data 

from the year 2011, leaving 1,071 state-year observations, including the fifty states and the 

District of Columbia.  Using state-level data collected over time allows for the use of state and 

time fixed effects to control for unobservable factors that might influence the fuel mix for 

electricity generation, such as geographic location, proximity to a specific resource base, and 

macroeconomic trends.   

EIA’s data on net generation by state reports generation in megawatt hours from coal, 

natural gas other gases, petroleum, wood and wood derived fuels, other biomass, conventional 

hydroelectric, wind, solar thermal and photovoltaic, pumped storage and geothermal.  Net 

generation by source is listed for the total electric power industry, as well as being broken down 

by electric utilities, independent power producers, combined heat and power for electric power, 

and combined heat and power for industrial power.
2
  I use generation data by source for the total 

electric power industry to develop measures of fuel diversity, running different models to 

analyze dependence on individual sources (coal), as well as categories (fossil fuels, renewables).  

                                                 
2
Combined heat and power, also known as cogeneration, uses the waste heat from a manufacturing process to 

generate electricity and waste heat from generating electricity is used to create steam, which can be used for heating.  

This process effectively increases the efficiency of electricity production. 
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Generation from electric utilities, including public, cooperative and investor-owned utilities, 

along with generation from independent power producers are the primary variables of interest.  

Generation amounts from other producers are used as control variables.     

The state-level generation data is derived from the Power Plant Operations Report (EIA-

923) and predecessor forms (EIA-906 and EIA-920), which are utilized for the Electric Power 

Monthly and Electric Power Annual publications.  EIA-923 collects data on electric power 

generation, fuel consumption, fuel stocks, emissions and environmental controls for electric 

power plants and combined heat and power plants in the United States.  All electric power plants 

and combined heat and power plants that have a total generator nameplate capacity of 1 

megawatt or greater and are connected to the local or regional power grid are required to 

complete this form annually, and a subset sample is required to report monthly.  Approximately 

6,000 power plants report annually (EIA 2011).   

To create a binary variable to capture state-level electricity restructuring, I have used the 

EIA’s Status of Electricity Restructuring by State map as of September 2010, along with the 

supporting information on state activities, to reflect the year restructuring activities began in a 

given state and, if applicable, the year deregulation programs were suspended (EIA 2010b).  This 

provides fairly clear data for the twenty-eight states that never enacted regulation and the fifteen 

states and District of Columbia that have fully enacted restructuring programs; however, for the 

seven states that suspended deregulation, accurately portraying their regulatory status over the 

time period of the data is more complex.  Ultimately, I did not include five of those states as 

having restructuring programs during the timeframe of the data.  Even for those states that are 

considered to have fully enacted restructuring, assessing the proper start year is difficult.  
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Furthermore, using a strict yes or no variable for a policy as complex as restructuring is an 

imperfect measure.  Nonetheless, this measure reflects my best assessment of the status of 

restructuring activities by states between 1990 and 2010.  See Appendix B for a chart illustrating 

how this analysis treats restructuring programs by state. 

Because fuel cost plays a significant role in generation decisions, I include control 

variables for the annual average cost of key fuels by state for the time period of interest in the 

models.  These variables have been compiled from EIA’s State Energy Data System (SEDS) for 

2010, which includes estimates for average annual prices for coal, natural gas, petroleum, and 

nuclear fuel in current dollars per million Btu (British thermal unit).
3
  The EIA dataset relies on 

estimates and assumptions to fill gaps in data and enhance consistency in definitions and 

measures over time (EIA 2010a).  While this data necessarily sacrifices some accuracy, it is 

useful for evaluating trends over time and across states.   

Additional control variables include average retail electricity prices by state and total 

customers by state for the years covered by the data.  This information is compiled from EIA-

861 and is reported in state-level analysis for years 1990 through 2011 (EIA 2012d).  The year 

2011 data will be omitted.  Finally, a binary variable indicating whether a state has an RPS will 

be used to reflect state policies that could impact fuel generation sources and the type of 

generators operating in each state.  The RPS variable was created based on data from the 

Database of State Incentives for Renewables & Efficiency (DSIRE) and reflects the year an RPS 

was first enacted in a given state.    

 

 

                                                 
3
One BTU is the amount energy required to raise the temperature of one pound of water by one degree Fahrenheit.  
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SUMMARY STATISTICS 

Table 1 provides summary statistics of annual electricity generation by fuel source at the 

state level for the years 1990 through 2010.  Both actual generation and the percentage 

generation by fuel source vary substantially across states and over time.  For example, generation 

from fossil fuels including coal, natural gas, and petroleum, ranges from less than 4 kilowatt 

hours in Vermont in 1996 to nearly 350,000 kilowatt hours in Texas in 2007.  The annual 

average across states throughout the 20-year timeframe of the data is 50,000 kilowatt hours.  

Renewable energy, including solar, wind, biomass and geothermal, makes up a relatively small 

segment of generation, averaging just 1.36% of generation by state, but maximum generation 

both in terms of actual generation and percentage share occurred in 2010.  These statistics 

conform to the general trends in electricity generation outlined previously.  Overall generation 

has increased over time, and accordingly, many of the highest levels of generation occur in 

recent years in the most heavily populated states.  The summary statistics also show the declining 

relative share of generation from sources such as petroleum and hydropower, which peaked in 

the 1990s. 
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Table 1. Annual Generation by Fuel Source 1990 – 2010 

(In Kilowatt Hours) 

 Observations 
State Average 

(Annual) 

Standard 

Deviation 
Minimum Maximum 

Fossil Fuels 1,071 50,205 52,621 4 (VT 1996) 348,119 (TX 2007) 

          % of total generation  68.81% 25.28% 0.07% (VT 1996) 100% (DC 1990-2010) 

     Coal 1,071 36,093 35,542 0 (DC, RI, VT) 150,173 (TX 2010) 

          % of total generation  47.5% 30.75% 0% 98.56% (WV 1999) 

     Natural Gas 1,071 12,240 28,742 0 (ND 1995) 199,531 (TX 2007) 

          % of total generation  14.94% 20.36% 0% 98.94% (RI 2005) 

     Petroleum 1,071 1,873 4,940 0 (ID 2005) 41,522 (FL 1998) 

          % of total generation  6.37% 17.94% 0% 100% (DC 1990-2010) 

Nuclear 1,071 14,081 18,353 -125 (CT 1997) 96,190 (IL 2010) 

          % of total generation  17.33% 18.47% -0.71% 80.77% (VT 2007) 

Hydropower 1,071 5,536 13,054 0 (mult.) 104,200 (WA 1997) 

          % of total generation  10.73% 20.11% 0% 94.28% (ID 1996) 

Renewables  1,071 1,015 3,069 0 (mult.) 26,805 (TX 2010) 

          % of total generation  1.36% 2.38% 0% (mult.) 16.28% (IA 2010) 

     Solar 1,071 11 74 0 (mult) 769 (CA 2010) 

          % of total generation  0.01% 0.05% 0% .62% (NV 2010) 

     Wind 1,071 358 1,470 0 (mult.) 26,251 (TX 2010) 

          % of total generation  0.45% 1.42% 0% (mult.) 15.95% (IA 2010) 

     Biomass 1,071 354 635 0 (mult.) 3,631 (FL 2000) 

          % of total generation  0.63% 1.29% 0% (mult.) 11.86% (CT 1997) 

     Geothermal 1,071 292 1,832 0 (mult.) 14,948 (CA 1993) 

          % of total generation  0.27% 1.18% 0% (mult.) 9.30% (CA 1991) 

Total Annual Generation  1,071 71,865 66,224 35 (DC 2009) 411,695 (TX 2010) 

  

The general trends in generation can also be seen in Figure 1 and Figure 2, which 

illustrate annual net generation in kilowatt hour by state broken down by fuel source.   
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Figure 1. Annual Electricity Generation by State and Fuel Source, 1990  

(In Kilowatt hours) 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Annual Electricity Generation by State and Fuel Source, 2010 

(In Kilowatt Hours) 
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 Turning to generation by type of producers, Table 2 shows the significant variability of 

generation and percentage generation across states, highlighting the differences in state level 

policies impacting electricity markets.  Electric utilities generate the majority of electricity in 

most states, averaging 75.85% of generation annually across states over the time frame.  With 

restructuring policies taking effect in the late 1990s and early 2000s, some states have seen large 

shifts from utility generation to generation from non-utility generators.  Texas, for example, had 

the largest amount of generation from utilities of any state in 2000 with approximately 298,000 

kilowatt hours. By 2010, the state had the most generation from independent power producers at 

232,000 kilowatt hours.  As with generation by fuel source, the standard deviations are quite 

large.  

 

Table 2. Annual Generation by Provider 

(in Kilowatt Hours) 
   

 Observations 
State Average 

(Annual) 

Standard 

Deviation 
Minimum Maximum 

Electric Utilities 1071 53,920 48,611 -206 (NJ 2008) 297,299 (TX 2000) 

          % of total generation  75.85% 30.89% -.32% (NJ 2008) 100% (DC 1990-1999) 

Independent Power Producers 1071 11,996 33,657 0 (mult.) 232,230 (TX 2010) 

          % of total generation 
 

16.66% 28.69% 0% 100% (DC 2001-2010) 

Combined Heat and Power 1071 5,948 11,867 0 (mult.) 9,7264 (TX 2002) 

          % of total generation  7.49% 8.97% 0% 57.30% (ME 1995) 

 

 As described above, electricity prices, total number of customers, and the fuel costs for 

electricity generation can influence the decisions of electric generators and can reasonably be 

assumed to be related to the type of providers that exist in each state.  As Table 3 shows, the 

average end-use electricity price ranged from a low of 3.37 cents per kilowatt hour in 
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Washington in 1991 to a high of 29.2 cents per kilowatt hour in Hawaii in 2008.  The state 

average over the timeframe was 7.64 cents per kilowatt hour.  Customer numbers reflect the 

differing population sizes of the states.  With regard to fuel costs for the electric power sector, 

coal has a relatively low average cost across states, averaging $1.55 per million Btu, with a 

standard deviation of just $0.59.  Natural gas prices have a higher annual state average of $4.40 

over the time period, with high variability.  Petroleum costs have a distinct upward trend over the 

course of the timeframe, averaging $6.23, but ranging as high as $27.57 in Washington in 2008. 

 

Table 3.  Additional Explanatory 

Variables 

 Observations 
State Average 

(Annual) 
Standard Deviation Minimum Maximum 

Electricity Price 
(Cents per kilowatt hour) 

1,071 7.64 2.76 3.37 (WA 1991) 29.20 (HI 2008) 

Total Number of Customers 1,071 2,513,891 2,595,473 218,706 (DC 1990) 14,837,724 (CA 2010) 

Average Annual Fuel Costs 
(Dollars per Million Btu) 

     

          Coal 987 1.55 0.59 0.55 (NE 1995) 4.16 (NJ 2010) 

          Natural Gas 1,018 4.40 2.31 1.08 (TN 1993) 12.11 (WY 1996) 

          Petroleum 1,071 6.23 4.75 0.42 (MT 2002) 27.57 (WA 2008) 

          Nuclear 660 0.52 0.14 0.29 (KS 1992) 2.14 (ME 1995) 

 

 Table 4 and Table 5 provide correlation coefficients for the dependent variables included 

in the proposed models.  Table 4 includes standard correlation coefficients, while Table 5 

includes pairwise correlation coefficients with the number of observations listed to show areas of 

missing data.   
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Table 4. Correlation Coefficients  (637 Total Observations)     

 

Electric 

Utilities  

Generation 

Ind. Power  
Generation 

Combined 

Heat & 

Power Gen 

Average 

Electricity 

Price 

Average 

Number  

Customers 

Average 
Coal Cost 

Average 

Natural 

Gas Cost 

Average 

Petroleum 

Cost 

Average 

Nuclear 

Fuel Cost 

Electric 
Util.   

Generation 

1.0000         

Ind. Power  

Generation 
-0.1809 1.0000        

Combined 
Heat and 

Power Gen. 

0.4109 0.4544 1.0000       

Average 
Electricity 

Price 

-0.2641 0.3411 0.1800 1.0000      

Average # 
of  

Customers 

-0.5348 0.4591 0.7226 0.3052 1.0000     

Average 

Coal Cost 
-0.0534 0.1250 0.0053 0.6369 0.1065 1.0000    

Average 
Natural 

Gas Cost 

-0.1002 0.3366 0.0155 0.3422 0.1184 0.3996 1.0000   

Average 
Petroleum 

Cost 

-0.0657 0.1362 -0.2366 0.1885 -0.1167 0.4424 0.5992 1.0000  

Average 

Nuclear 

Fuel Cost 

0.0440 -0.1527 -0.0559 -0.0220 -0.0690 0.0432 -0.2913 -0.0282 1.0000 

 

 

Table 5. Pairwise Correlation Coefficients      

 
Electric 
Utilities  

Generation 

Ind. Power  

Generation 

Combined 
Heat and 

Power Gen. 

Average 
Electricity 

Price 

Average 
Number  

Customers 

Average 

Coal Cost 

Average 
Natural 

Gas Cost 

Average 
Petroleum 

Cost 

Average 
Nuclear 

Fuel Cost 

Electric 

Util.   
Generation 

1.0000 

1071 
        

Ind. Power  

Generation 

-0.0515 

1071 

1.0000 

1071 
       

Combined 

Heat and 
Power Gen. 

0.4604 

1071 

0.4837 

1071 

1.000 

1071 
      

Average 

Electricity 
Price 

-0.2663 

1071 

0.2361 

1071 

.1392 

1071 

1.0000 

1071 
     

Average # 

of  
Customers 

0.6384 

1071 

0.4869 

1071 

.7396 

1071 

0.1593 

1071 

1.0000 

1071 
    

Average 

Coal Cost 

-0.0227 

987 

0.1475 

987 

0.0699 

987 

0.6298 

987 

0.1603 

987 

1.0000 

987 
   

Average 
Natural 

Gas Cost 

-0.0563 

1018 

0.2915 

1018 

0.0167 

1018 

0.2772 

1018 

0.0854 

1018 

0.3311 

961 

1.0000 

1018 
  

Average 
Petroleum 

Cost 

-0.1200 

1071 

-0.0628 

1071 

-0.2047 

1071 

0.2292 

1071 

-0.1553 

1071 

0.3533 

987 

0.5565 

1018 

1.0000 

1071 
 

Average 
Nuclear 

Fuel Cost 

-0.0426 

660 

-0.1501 

660 

-0.0547 

660 

-0.0256 

660 

-0.0663 

660 

0.0445 

639 

-0.2899 

658 

-0.0368 

660 

1.0000 

660 
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REGRESSION MODELS 

To evaluate the hypothesis that fuel mix differs based on the type of generator, I attempt 

to model fuel diversity, using various measures, by state as a function of the percentage of 

electricity generated in the state by independent power producers, holding constant other factors 

such as fuel costs, electricity prices, number of customers, and state policies.  Including 

generation from independent power producers, as well as combined heat and power producers, 

while omitting generation from electric utilities, will help isolate the association of non-utility 

generators with measures of fuel diversification. Looking at the effect of ownership on different 

measures of diversity—namely, the amount of coal generation, amount of fossil fuels more 

broadly and the amount of renewables—will allow for more thorough analysis.   

The following models are estimated: 

 

                                                                              
 4          + 5           + 6           + 7           + 8                   + 
                               
 

 

                                                                                
 4          + 5           + 6           + 7           + 8                   + 
                               
 

 

                                                                                 
 4          + 5           + 6           + 7           + 8                   + 
                               
 

Where:  
coal =  Average annual state generation from coal in kilowatt hours 

fossil =  Average annual state generation from coal, natural gas, and petroleum in 
kilowatt hours 

renewable =  Average annual state generation from renewable power in kilowatt hours 
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IPPgeneration =  Average annual state generation from independent power producers in kilowatt 
hours (electric utility generation is baseline comparison) 

CHPgeneration =  Average annual state generation from combined heat and power in kilowatt 
hours 

staterestruc =  Binary variable indicating whether a state has active electricity restructuring 
allowing for competing sellers of electricity rather than regulated monopolies 

  
staterps = Binary variable indicating whether a state has enacted a Renewable Portfolio 

Standard 
elecprice =  Average retail price of electricity in a state in cents per kilowatt hour (including 

residential, commercial and industrial) 
customers =  Total number of customers in a state (including residential, commercial and 

industrial) 
fuelcost =  Average fuel cost in a state in $ per million Btu for coal / natural gas / petroleum 

/ nuclear  
nucleargeneration=  Average annual state generation from nuclear power in kilowatt hours 

hydrogenation= Average annual state generation from hydropower in kilowatt hours 
ai= Fixed-effects measure 

uit =  Error term 
 

 

 Measures of the average annual fuel cost for the electric power sector in each state are 

included for coal, natural gas, petroleum, and nuclear.  Because the fuel costs are only estimated 

for those states with generation from that fuel source, I have imputed values for states lacking 

generation for a fuel type in any or all years in the data set.  This affected 411 observations for 

nuclear fuel costs, 53 observations for natural gas costs, and 81 observations for coal costs.  The 

imputed values for fuel cost reflect the mean cost of fuel delivered for electricity generation 

among states within a given year.  While imputing values may introduce some bias into the 

regression analysis, omitting them would require dropping as many as 411 observations, 

including all states without nuclear power plants.  Omitting those observations would likely 

introduce greater bias than using the national average for fuel cost as an estimate. 
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EMPIRICAL RESULTS 

 Beginning with simple linear regression models, increasing the amount of generation 

from independent power producers is associated with increases in generation from each of the 

different fuel sources and categories examined with a high degree of statistical significance.  

These regression models also find statistically significant associations with other key explanatory 

variables, such as retail electricity prices and delivered fuel costs, as expected.   Given the wide 

variance in generation among the states and over time, however, there is likely substantial 

omitted variable bias in the linear regression models.  Accordingly, I have also run fixed-effects 

models on each of the dependent variables for fuel source.   

In addition to the control variables of combined heat and power, retail electricity prices, 

customer numbers, fuel costs, and certain state policies, fixed-effects models control for the 

characteristics of each state that do not change over time, such as relative population size, 

geographic location, and environmental attitudes, as well as time fixed-effects, such as 

technological advances and federal regulations.  These models should provide a better estimation 

of the true effect of changing the amount of generation from independent power producers in 

states over time.  Interestingly, in all three cases of coal generation, fossil fuel generation, and 

renewable generation, I fail to find a statistically significant difference associated with 

generation from independent power producers as compared with traditional electric utilities.  

This runs counter to the expectation that states with greater generation from independent power 

producers would have greater ability or incentive to diversify away from coal or fossil fuels and 

toward renewable electricity sources than traditional electric utilities.  However, note that much 

of the generation capacity owned by the independent power producers is the old fossil fuel-fired 
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capacity that the utilities were required to divest for state restructuring initiatives such as in 

California.   

The binary variable recording whether a state has restructured its electricity markets to 

allow for wholesale price competition does show a statistically significant inverse relationship 

with the average generation from coal and fossil fuels.  For electricity generated from renewable 

sources, however, the possibility that an association between restructuring and renewable 

generation occurs simply by random chance cannot be eliminated.  The strongest statistical 

association is found for coal generation. State-level restructuring is associated with a decrease in 

annual coal generation of between 234 kilowatt hours and 3,703 kilowatt hours at the 95% 

confidence interval, holding constant fuel costs, type of generator, whether a state has an RPS, 

and generation from nuclear and hydropower.  With fossil fuels, the average associated decrease 

in generation from fossil fuels is 2,592 kilowatt hours for states that have active deregulation 

programs kilowatt hours less generation from fossil fuels than states without active deregulation, 

holding other key variables constant. This association is significant at a 90% confidence level.  

Table 6 illustrates these results.   

I have also conducted regression analysis using the same models as Table 6, but replacing 

measures of nominal generation with the percentage share of generation from the different types 

of producers and different fuel sources.  Those results are reported in Appendix A.  In that 

analysis, state-level electricity competition policies are not found to have a statistically 

significant association with a change in the percentage of generation by state from coal, fossil 

fuels, or renewable energy sources using a fixed-effect model.  Given the amount of overall state 

generation compared with the associated change in fuel choice from restructuring, it is not 
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surprising that a statistically significant relationship between the percentage of coal, fossil fuels, 

or renewable electricity cannot be found. 

 
Table 6. Regression Results 

 OLS Models  Fixed-Effects Models 

VARIABLES Coal Fossil Fuels Renewables 
 

Coal Fossil Fuels Renewables 

    
 

    

Independent Power 

Producers Generation 

0.138*** 0.179*** 0.0197***  0.0397 0.0338 0.0143 

(0.0383) (0.0454) (0.00534)  (0.0240) (0.0303) (0.00889) 

Combined Heat and 

Power Generation 

0.0675 1.955*** 0.00106  0.0998 0.501*** 0.0564 

(0.148) (0.194) (0.0192)  (0.106) (0.130) (0.0361) 

State Electricity 

Restructuring 

-1,442 -7,264** -1,066***  -1,969** -2,592* 73.56 

(3,155) (3,212) (258.2)  (863.4) (1,500) (275.6) 

State-level RPS -1,539 -1,985 431.6*  -925.4 -1,418 14.00 

(2,172) (2,478) (221.6)  (745.3) (1,539) (362.5) 

Retail Electricity 

Price 

-6,431*** -6,150*** 212.7***  -827.2** -796.6** -53.89 

(705.0) (662.9) (39.23)  (351.6) (376.0) (51.52) 

Number of Customers 0.00630*** 0.0101*** 0.000934***  0.00103 0.0174*** 0.000963 

(0.000942) (0.00106) (9.51e-05)  (0.00193) (0.00368) (0.000800) 

Cost of Coal 671.8 4,341** -594.9***  -3,203** -2,490 -1,302*** 

(2,180) (2,168) (151.1)  (1,288) (1,729) (414.2) 

Cost of Natural Gas 1,881*** 1,845*** -60.50*  456.6** 629.5* -89.83* 

(461.2) (469.1) (34.42)  (200.5) (344.0) (50.18) 

Cost of Petroleum 763.8*** 1,011*** 27.33*  1.981 132.2 -21.06 

(211.1) (211.9) (14.92)  (108.2) (115.7) (36.51) 

Cost of Nuclear Fuel 20,146** 14,611* 91.70  681.3 833.8 305.7 

(8,624) (7,945) (492.1)  (1,789) (2,475) (540.5) 

Generation from 

Nuclear 

0.263*** -0.0459 -0.0574***  0.102 -0.0606 -0.0451** 

(0.0832) (0.0825) (0.00673)  (0.0841) (0.170) (0.0222) 

Generation from 

Hydropower 

-0.988*** -1.167*** 0.0225***  -0.103* -0.308 -0.0245 

(0.0794) 0.179*** (0.00642)  (0.0554) (0.204) (0.0175) 

Fixed Effects no no no  yes yes yes 

Constant 45,174*** 38,218*** -1,443***  36,525*** 10,022 1,347 

(6,127) (5,902) (375.0)  (5,521) (10,053) (1,568) 

Observations 1,071 1,071 1,071  1,071 1,071 1,071 

R-squared 0.543 0.781 0.611  0.484 0.747 0.435 

Number of States     51 51 51 

Robust standard errors in parentheses 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

 With electricity demand projected to increase by 22% between 2010 and 2035, insight 

into how fuel mixes for electricity generation vary among different actors within the electric 

power sector and under different regulatory structures provides useful information for 

policymakers.  The fuels used to generate electricity to meet current and future demand have 

different advantages and drawbacks with regard to cost, reliability, and environmental 

externalities.  At the same time, the electric power sector continues to change with increasing 

competition in many states, stalled efforts to restructure markets in others, and some states 

electing to maintain reasonable rate-of-return cost structures in regulated electricity markets.  

Examining the association of restructured electricity markets that encourage generation from 

independent power producers with the mix of fuels used for generation helps add context to 

energy policy debates. 

The regression results suggest that increasing generation from independent power 

producers does not necessarily result in a discernible difference from electric utilities in terms of 

the amount of generation from coal, fossil fuels, or renewable sources, when controlling for fuel 

costs, retail prices, number of customers, state policies, and generation from nuclear and 

hydropower.  I do find, however, that having enacted a state-level policy to restructure electricity 

markets to allow for competition is associated with a decline in generation from coal and from 

fossil fuels more generally.  This suggests that the element of competition itself may be more 

important to fuel choice than whether the electricity is generated by independent power 

producers or traditional utilities.  The association with generation from renewable sources is not 

statistically significant in the models.   
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Given the complexity of electricity markets and the broad differences among states, the 

impacts on fuel use alone do not provide a strong argument for or against greater competition.  

Although the difference is relatively small in magnitude, policy makers should consider that 

there may be barriers to reducing fossil fuel or coal generation in states with regulated electricity 

markets.  For example, if Congress considers a clean electricity mandate at the federal level to 

shift generation away from coal and other fossil fuels, policy makers could provide specific 

additional incentives for states that have chosen to retain regulated markets.   

  

LIMITATIONS AND DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

 While this paper aims to incorporate sufficient control variables and uses fixed-effects 

regression modeling to identify the association between non-utility generation and fuel mix, the 

complexity of the electric power industry and the nature of restructuring policies makes it 

difficult to account for all of the intricacies involved.  For example, many state-level 

restructuring policies differ in their treatment of stranded cost recovery allowances for utilities 

and requirements for investor-owned utilities to divest their generation assets.
4
  Further 

complicating an assessment of the impacts of competition is the inclusion of multi-year rate 

freezes and lengthy transition periods to fully restructured markets.  Previous studies of 

restructuring have been criticized for defining restructuring too broadly and for failing to take 

into account these different aspects of restructuring (Kwoka 2006).  This paper is not immune to 

those same criticisms.  Restructuring policies have also introduced strong incentives for 

                                                 
4
 Stranded costs are related to utility assets becoming less valuable after state-level restructuring due to assumed 

falling prices, and the utilities no longer being able to recover those generation costs through cost-based rates.  In 

some cases the assets became more valuable as market prices rose to varying market conditions.  
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generators to attempt to gain market power, which goes beyond the scope of this paper’s 

analysis, but could play a role in generating decisions.  Additional analysis of this issue could 

explore more elaborate variables for state-level restructuring policies to more precisely 

determine the impact of restructuring and increased competition from non-utility generators.    

 Within the models examined in this paper, decisions relating to the functional form of the 

models may impact the results.  Similar to variables measuring wages or population, electricity 

generation in each state has a significant positive skew.  Whereas variables with positive skew 

are commonly transformed using the natural log, the state generation variables include a 

substantial number of zeros, which cannot be logged.  I could not justify dropping observations 

with zero generation for a given source, however, because not having generation from a source is 

also meaningful to this analysis.  A related challenge was the decision to impute data on fuel 

costs for natural gas, nuclear fuel, petroleum, and coal in states without generation from those 

sources.  Again the decision was made to sacrifice some accuracy rather than omit numerous 

observations that are likely systematically related.   

 Furthermore, while a significant number of control variables were included in the models, 

it is conceivable that the models do not sufficiently take into account changing environmental 

regulations.  State-fixed effects and time-fixed effects account for those environmental 

regulations or considerations that do not vary across either time or states, but changes exist 

within the 20-year timeframe and within states that may influence both the fuel choices for 

electricity generation and the amount of generation from a given type of producer.  

 In future research, it would be interesting to break down differences in generation among 

different types of electric utilities to compare independent power producers more directly with 
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investor-owned utilities.  Unfortunately, data on the generation by type of electric utility is not 

available for all years of EIA data on electricity generation by state.  While this data may be able 

to be constructed from EIA’s plant level data, classifying plant operator by the type of utility is a 

difficult task given the prevalence of joint ownership, as well as mergers among different entities 

within the power sector.     

Finally, for a more thorough evaluation of the merits and costs of competition in the 

electric power sector, future research should focus on evaluating multiple measures of interest 

rather than limiting analysis simply to impacts on retail costs, as many previous studies have 

done, or on fuel mix, as this analysis has done.  Increasing fuel diversity is only one policy goal 

among many that enters considerations regarding competition in the electric power sector.    

  

CONCLUSION 

 This paper has sought to examine the makeup of the electric power sector to determine 

what effects electricity competition may have on the choice of fuel sources for electricity 

generation.  While the analysis is necessarily limited, it does find that state-level electricity 

restructuring has a significant association with lowering electricity generation from coal and 

fossil fuels more generally.  Given the importance of fuel diversity and policymaker interest in 

reducing externalities associated with burning fossil fuels for electricity generation, the 

relationship between competition and generating sources should be part of the debate. 

For policymakers interested in curbing externalities from fossil fuel generation, such as 

greenhouse gas emissions and hazardous air pollutants, the potential for competition to decrease 

fossil fuel consumption in favor of other energy sources or conservation may be intriguing.  
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Numerous policy options exist to encourage greater competition and much has been learned from 

the experiences of states in moving toward restructured markets.  At the same time, however, 

there are substantial limitations to this analysis that should be taken into account.  Although the 

impacts on fuel mix have largely been overlooked in prior examinations of electricity 

restructuring, fuel mix is only one factor among many that should be considered in debates about 

restructuring policies at the state or federal level.   
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APPENDIX A: PERCENTAGE SHARE ANALYSIS 

 

The following table repeats the regression analysis with percentage share of generation by state 

rather than kilowatt hours of generation. 

 OLS Models  Fixed-Effects Models 

VARIABLES 

Coal 

 % 

Fossil Fuels 

% 

Renewables 

% 

 Coal 

 % 

Fossil Fuels 

% 

Renewables 

% 

    
 

    

Independent Power % 

Producers Generation 

-0.261*** -0.0224*** 0.000302  0.0139 -0.00157 -0.00419 

(0.0394) (0.00545) (0.00316)  (0.0152) (0.00511) (0.00484) 

Combined Heat and 

Power % Generation 

-0.970*** -0.314*** 0.0667***  0.0348 -0.133** 0.0553** 

(0.0793) (0.0319) (0.00788)  (0.112) (0.0504) (0.0241) 

State Electricity 

Restructuring 

4.805** 1.748*** -1.035***  0.523 -0.0982 -0.00805 

(1.877) (0.427) (0.258)  (1.244) (0.281) (0.258) 

State-level RPS 7.244*** -0.918*** 1.180***  -1.250 -0.216 -0.0192 

(1.511) (0.355) (0.271)  (1.184) (0.414) (0.347) 

Retail Electricity Price -4.481*** -0.00181 0.311***  0.342 0.206*** -0.281*** 

(0.452) (0.0670) (0.0387)  (0.325) (0.0726) (0.0623) 

Number of Customers -1.13e-07 6.30e-08 2.41e-07***  -2.78e-06** 6.56e-07 -2.07e-07 

(1.98e-07) (6.69e-08) (4.26e-08)  (1.30e-06) (4.28e-07) (4.34e-07) 

Cost of Coal -4.183*** -0.197 -0.994***  0.0897 1.953*** -1.849*** 

(1.326) (0.271) (0.129)  (1.108) (0.546) (0.486) 

Cost of Natural Gas 2.206*** -0.171** -0.0371  0.236 -0.0401 -0.0174 

(0.283) (0.0674) (0.0340)  (0.237) (0.0848) (0.0631) 

Cost of Petroleum 0.0648 0.00496 0.0714***  -0.303* -0.0131 0.0123 

(0.146) (0.0266) (0.0195)  (0.159) (0.0399) (0.0368) 

Cost of Nuclear Fuel 13.62*** -3.701** 0.823*  2.172* -2.823** 0.332 

(3.884) (1.748) (0.493)  (1.258) (1.249) (0.760) 

% Generation from 

Nuclear 

-0.399*** -1.026*** -0.0123***  -0.217** -0.988*** -0.0390 

(0.0348) (0.00646) (0.00289)  (0.0834) (0.0324) (0.0295) 

% Generation from 

Hydropower 

-0.818*** -1.037*** 0.00470*  -0.388*** -1.011*** -0.0342 

(0.0199) (0.00414) (0.00244)  (0.139) (0.0483) (0.0219) 

Fixed Effects no no no  yes yes yes 

Constant 96.31*** 103.1*** -1.189***  60.76*** 94.62*** 6.462*** 

(3.424) (1.039) (.396)  (4.981) (2.298) (1.740) 

Observations 1,071 1,071 1,071  1,071 1,071 1,071 

R-squared 0.719 0.984 0.361  0.323 0.932 0.433 

Number of States     51 51 51 

Robust standard errors in parentheses 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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APPENDIX B: STATUS OF STATE ELECTRICITY RESTRUCTURING 

State Restructuring  Years with Active Restructuring  

Alaska None 

 Alabama None 

 Arkansas Suspended None 

Arizona Suspended None                   (Limited retail choice 1998 - 2004,  but no generation divestiture) 

California Suspended 1998 – 2001 

Colorado None 

 Connecticut Active 1998 – Present 

District of Columbia Active 2001 – Present 

Delaware Active 1999 – Present 

Florida None 

 Georgia None 

 Hawaii None 

 Iowa None 

 Idaho None 

 Illinois Active 1999 – Present 

Indiana None 

 Kansas None 

 Kentucky None 

 Louisiana None 

 Massachusetts Active 1998 – Present 

Maryland Active 2000 – Present 

Maine Active 2000 – Present 

Michigan Active 2000 – Present 

Minnesota None 

 Missouri None 

 Mississippi None 

 Montana Suspended None                  (Some generation divestiture 1998-2002, retail competition delayed)   

North Carolina None 

 North Dakota None 

 Nebraska None 

 New Hampshire Active 2001 – Present 

New Jersey Active 1999 – Present 

New Mexico Suspended None 

Nevada Suspended None                   (Certain large customers have retail choice) 

New York Active 1998 – Present 

Ohio Active 2001 – Present 

Oklahoma None 

 Oregon Active 2002 - Present    (Residential and small commercial customers excluded) 

Pennsylvania Active 1999 – Present 

Rhode Island Active 1998 – Present 

South Carolina None 

 South Dakota None 

 Tennessee None 

 Texas Active 2002 – Present 

Utah None 

 Virginia Suspended 2002 – 2007 

Vermont None 

 Washington  None 

 Wisconsin None 

 West Virginia None   

Wyoming None 

 Active Restructuring:  16 States 

Suspended:                       7 States 

No Restructuring:         28 States 
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